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This is a very useful book for anyone involved in research in heterogeneous catalysis with the authors, through their own work, being eminently qualified for the job.

The book gives a very comprehensive account of the fundamental aspects of catalysis on transition metals and their oxides including the theoretical modelling and experimental characterization of the metal and metal oxide surfaces, the nature of adsorption of reactant molecules on these surfaces and their correlation with actual catalytic activity.

Chapter 1 is an introduction to the book and presents the layout of the text.

In Chapter 2 the application of Crystal Field Theory (CFT) and Ligand Field Theory (LFT) for understanding the electronic structure of transition metal atoms is discussed although to make this aspect more complete, some discussion on the more recent quantum-chemical cluster models being applied to catalyst surfaces would have been desirable. This chapter also describes briefly the various techniques such as XPS/AES, LEED, EPR, NMR, Mössbauer and vibrational spectroscopy as well as magnetic susceptibility measurements that are being used for the characterization of catalyst surfaces. Little mention however, is made of FTIR spectroscopy which in recent years has been fruitfully used for in situ studies of adsorption on catalyst surfaces and only a passing reference has been made to the revolutionary scanning Tunneling Microscope.

In Chapter 3, the authors describe in great details, the electronic structure of transition metal oxide (TMO) surfaces. The oxides are classified as either dilute oxide systems where the interaction between the transition metal atoms is weak or as ordinary non-dilute systems. In this context, surface structure of several catalytically important oxide systems such as NiO-MgO, the CoO-MgO, Cr₂O₃-Al₂O₃, MoO-Al₂O₃, MoO – MgO, V₂O₅-Al₂O₃, VO₂-MgO, VO₂-SiO₂ and other binary and ternary oxide systems have been discussed in detail. In addition, the studies on the location of transition metal ions incorporated into zeolite systems have been described. Amongst the indiluted TMO's the structure of important catalysts such as CrO₃, MoO₃ and more complicated systems such as bismuth molybdate and other molybdates of 2nd group elements have been discussed. Also described in this chapter is the energy levels of the transition metal ions in the bulk and the surface of their oxides determined both from quantum chemical calculations as well as from experimental measurements of conductivity, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy and photoelectron spectroscopy.
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Chapter 4 describes the adsorption of atoms on transition metal oxides which is dealt with within the framework of the CFT and LFT by treating the adsorption of an atom as the addition of a ligand. The reactivity of the adsorbed molecules is considered in the light of the orbital symmetry conservation rules. Experimental evidence for the nature of adsorption of \( \text{O}_2 \), various olefines and CO on different oxide systems is presented. In the concluding part of the chapter, the adsorption and catalysis on various diluted and supported oxides as well as on transition metal ions incorporated into zeolites and on magnetic and ferroelectric oxides is discussed.

Chapter 5 deals with the structure of transition metals, both in terms of their band structure formed by the overlap of the \( d \) orbitals and also in terms of the concept of outwardly projecting localized surface \( d \) orbitals. In addition, the surface structure of alloys, supported metals and small metallic clusters is discussed in terms of the experimental evidence available from various surface sensitive techniques.

In Chapter 6, the adsorption and catalysis on transition metals either in their pure forms or as alloys or supported metals, is described. In this connection, experimental evidence available on the nature of absorption of \( \text{H}_2 \), \( \text{O}_2 \) and CO on transition metals is discussed. Also considered in this chapter, is the calculation of the energy levels of adsorbed molecules on metallic surfaces using the different quantum-chemical models currently available in the literature.

In the concluding chapter, the important aspects of transition metals that differentiate them from the non-transition metals and thereby makes them superior in their chemisorptive and catalytic properties are summarised.

All in all, an excellent book.
contributions. The first category concerns physics while the second category deals with computers. A wide range of topics in atomic, molecular and nuclear physics is covered. The atomic and molecular physics topics include the use of many-body perturbation theory in making predictions of the properties of many-electron atoms, quantal studies of small and large molecular systems, and non-perturbative approaches to atomic and molecular multiphoton processes in intense laser fields. Among the nuclear physics topics, a large number is devoted to heavy-ion collisions. These include QED processes in strong fields and measurement of nuclear reaction times, hydrodynamic models for the exploration of reaction mechanism in heavy-ion collisions, and relativistic mean-field model of the nucleus and its use in the study of heavy-ion collisions. The talk by Kogut discusses the character of chiral symmetry realisation in the hot quark-gluon plasma and its strangeness content relevant to heavy-ion collisions. The talk by Negele discusses two exploratory numerical calculations for the fundamental study of the structure and interaction of hadrons—one concerns the effective hadronic description of a confining quark model and the other involves a lattice OCD calculation. Wilets talks about soliton bag model calculations which involve the solution of a large number of coupled, non-linear differential equations. Carl Shakin has talked about a covariant meanfield theory and its use in the study of the role of the gluon condensate in Chiral symmetry breaking and in the confinement of quarks. A number of contributions discusses variants of Monte Carlo techniques and their use in such diverse areas as variational calculations of Green’s functions, calculation of transverse energy distributions in ultra-relativistic proton-nucleus collisions, the numerical study of the two-dimensional Heisenberg model relevant to high-$T_C$ superconductivity and the exact solution of the ground state of quark matter. The talks concerning computer software and hardware concepts include the use of vector and parallel-processing computers for studying many-body effects in ion-atom collisions, algorithms for doing multiple angular integrations required in atomic structure calculations and an interview of both hardware and software concepts in distributed computing. The review by Schaefer of the developments in computer software and hardware and how these have helped the molecular electron structure calculations relevant to quantum chemistry has, apart from its scientific and technical content, some historical interest as well. The theme running through the collection of articles is an extensive overlap between interests of the atomic and nuclear physicists in computational techniques. The growing need for very high-speed supercomputers and specialised parallel processors for doing more detailed calculations has been stressed in many of the contributions. The book will be of considerable help to atomic and nuclear physicists who are interested in supercomputer oriented physics problems.
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Computer simulation studies in condensed matter physics represent a varied and rapidly changing field, that makes significant contributions to our understanding of new physical problems. The present book records the proceedings of the workshop on “Recent Developments in Computer Simulation Studies in Condensed Matter Physics” held at the Centre for Simulation Physics, University of Georgia, between the 14th and 26th February, 1988. The papers presented here cover a broad range of topics on both static and dynamical phenomena of classical and quantum mechanical systems.

The first part of the proceedings deals with simulations of classical systems. Both standard and novel Monte Carlo methods have been used to study static properties at phase transitions. New results for classical spin dynamics are discussed. New material concerning formation of aggregates is described. Molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo approaches have been developed for studying fluid flow, polymer systems, adsorbed monolayers and crystal growth.

The second part of the proceedings is devoted to the simulation of quantum systems. New results for interacting boson and fermion systems, adsorbed ⁴He monolayers and the electronic structure of clusters have been obtained by numerical, functional and path integral techniques. Also promising new hybrid methods have been developed by combining more conventional quantum methods such as quantum Monte Carlo or density functional theory, with well established classical techniques such as molecular dynamics.

This book is meant for specialists in the field of computer simulation and covers almost all aspects of the most modern techniques, innovation and application in this field.
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This subvolume, the third and last of the three III/20 a, b, c, is concerned with experimental results of quadrupole resonance spectroscopy applied to solid substances.
Chapter 1 provides a short Introduction (7 pages) and in Chapter 3 NQR data are listed in fourteen Tables 50-63 (p 8-243): Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc(50), In(51), Sb(52), I(53-55), Cs(56), Ba(57), Lanthanides(58), Ta(59), Re(60), Au(61), Hg(62), Bi(63). This is followed by diagrams of the dependence of NQR frequencies and related properties on external parameters such as pressure and temperature (p 244–391), structural formulas of substances studied (Chapter 5, p 392–422). Extensive indexing (Chapter 6 : molecular formula, substance names and CAS registry numbers) are provided (p 423–799). A list of errata to volumes III/20 a,b,c is included on p 800–802.

In each Table the listed items are : resonance frequency, coupling constant, asymmetry parameter, experimental method used and special remarks in footnotes. The three subvolumes of III/20 cover the literature for the period 1951-1982 listing 8000 substances. The volumes have been compiled from computer-readable database developed by a group of active scientists.

Like other LB volumes this is a job well-done and in the community of NQR specialists this volume will be considered as essential.
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This Proceeding is a record of fourth version of the CERN Accelerator School’s (CAS) advanced course on general accelerator physics which was given at the Leeuwenhorst Congress Centrum, Netherlands from September 16-27, 1991. This Proceeding is a follow-up of earlier ones like 87-03, 89 –01 and 90 – 04 held at Oxford 1985, Berlin 1987 and Upsala 1989 respectively. This fourth one was held following the same pattern and introducing new topic. Several accelerator physicists took part in this meeting and delivered lectures on Hamiltonian theory, betatron coupling, Vlasov equation and Landau damping, chromaticity beam interactions with residual gas, internal targets, electron cooling and intra-beam scattering. The organized seminars include cosmic accelerators and future large hadron colliders. The whole Proceeding was edited by Dr S Turner in a comprehensive manner. Like previous Proceedings, the present one will be also useful to accelerator physicists for
the newer developments. We welcome the activities of CERN in organizing such courses and publications for the benefit of the workers.
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The ICRU, since its inception in 1925, are doing commendable work in the areas of radiation protection, measurements, instruments, data analysis, useful purpose to all the radiation workers who undertake their experiments with some kind of radiations like X-rays, Gamma-rays, Electrons, Neutrons and Heavy Particles. All these measurements, detections etc. through ionization counters, semiconductors or nuclear detectors need careful considerations in designing experimental setups and recording data. The ICRU, through their published reports based on several suggestions and up-dated informations, are distributing lots of valuable information which serve as important guidles to radiation workers. The present report, in this light, is very much useful. We welcome this and also regular publications from ICRU.
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